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i-fcr. John “indsay 
Newsweek 

bear John, 

Today's indictments are so unprecedented they tend to overwhelm. 

I know of them only what I could glean from tonights NBC and CBS TV net news. 

From this I am underwhelmed. 

Prom this I see litrle but what was public, what the Ervin hearings developed. 

Prom it also I believe what 1 have is avoided. Certainly IX tho last thing wo 
discussed, what I described as the most Orwellian, i3 not included, and that I have 
in documents.. 

I presume there will be more indictments and that they also will tend to overwhelm. 
I also presume today's indictments cover the conspiracy and covering-up charges against 
Nixon's closest. If tills is trye I believe they are inadequate. 

You will remember that I offered samples and said I was willing to deal with you 
and Newsweek on the basis of trust. I still am and I believe this series of charges 
gives more point to some of the things I liave. 

If what ^ have had been published, 1 think there would have been other allegations 
because it would not have been possible to ignore it. If you doubt, you can see and 
make your own judgement. One item in the charges, tape confirmation of bean and that 
perjury rap against Haldeman, makes one of the tilings I say was ignored much more 
significant. 

It seems that the ^unt blackmail was touched upon, at least inferentially. It 
would surprise me if the indictments go into why he of all those involved could 
blackmail. I think I have the answers. There were tilings quite unique about him. 
He knew he could get away with it risky as his game might seem to be for he could 
have deposited "insurance" easily. I'm sure he did. And the fact is, as vie knew 
earlier, he was paid off. Not for what was true of the others also. This is quite 
separate from another and I believe major story Tad Szulc missed. 

In short, it appears from what I could gather from this limited reporting that 
all the tilings 1 had in mind remain new, none should be less valuable, and some might 
well he much more important. 

A small sidelight you raay find amusing, whether or not it interests Newsweek. 
Parkinson was the conscience of the local bar. I believe the committee he cnired is 
called Admissions and Girevances. 

They sure picked the right guy! 

You expect indictments connected with an agency. I responded by giving you three 
names. If all that I have that led me to this instantaneous response is included if 
there are these indictments, it will be the. nost pleasant of unpleasant surprises. 
If there are no indictments and if I do not have all there can be, I do have more than 
enough for indictments. % evaluation of it is more than enough to meet the reasonable- 
soubt standard. 

And if there are feffxnxfex separate indictments over funding, I think I will be 
able to add to them, again significantly. 

Time will tell. I wish you have been here to see. 

If you can let me have a copy of the text of the indictments and the accompanying 
release, I would appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 



JW- one can only persist in trying,, Elfin fears for his own position, 

And llorrock sit al for what they failed to do. 

P.3. 3/2 

I start, earlif and work late to attempt 
undertaken. This morning that included the 
at 4 a.ia. and the CBS net news of the saiae 
news until the item was handled again. 

to do as much as possible of what I have 
hourly news summary on Westinghouse radio 
hour from Chicago, followed by Chicago's 

hast night i almost concluded by expressing the fear tliat Oee Whiz would be 
followed by Ho Hum. I feared suggesting it would feed unwillingness to look at what I 
have or to believe tliat one unknown nan can do what so many in the media did not. Tlds 
morning's electronic handling tells mo that reaction was correct, the hu n^ started. 

At 4:30 Westinghouse is repeating the same tapes it used last night before I went 
to bed. it does not ihclude the Post's story mentioned - certainly not as the lead item- 
on CBS, tliat the grand jury wanted to indict Nixon and Jaworski talked them out of it 
on the ground the Constitution prhibits it. 

When to CBS an older story is hotter - tliat heath has decided to stay in office after 
losing -there seems oven less reason to believe the media will not become”more diligent. 

Jaworski’s version is an interpretation of the Constitution but it is by no means 
a provision. You will recall I discussed Jawojsski and his record with you in some detail 
and strongly urged you to read an old file 1 collected, including some of his letters I 
have and ohn Hanrahan read and took those he wanted, some 40 pages of documents. Because 
tins is a nebulous area and because there wa3 not in the indictments what 1 have and 
believe should have been in them - the 6/20/72 memory-holing - I am sorry that you did 
not read this file. I realize you are not entirely free in this matter so all I can do 
is take these few minutes to express regret and to renew the offers. 

While writing this, not what I'd planned to begin the day's work, I am monitoring 
the all-news stations I can receive here. CBS's hew York station, VCBS, had no mention 
of any Watergate story in its 4:43 a.m. headlines and no reference to any Watergate 
stoiy in the coming quarter hour. Prom Providence, R.I. to Dublin to Syria they liave 
news, but not from Washington. H' is not news tliat a grand jury for the first time in 
histoiy wants to indict a President. Nor to its large, clean-channel audience is these 
unprecedented criminal charges legitimate second-day news even without developments. 

Disagreements are what is news are not impossible to comprehend. Refusal to look 
at what might be is. r 

I have been spending the moments I could find in going over notes I made until I 
decided to write my own book(s). These are book length. I have progressed onty to the 
time of the original indictments, mid-September 1972. The record of the media is more 
dismal than I represented to you. My record is more of a satisfaction, if it is empty. 

At 5 a.m. Neath is still CBS' net top news. 
In going over these notes I found a reference to Newsweek's investigations, 

including in Mexico (issue dated & 9/18/72, p„ 40). It appears that with the expenditure 
of considerable time and money Newsweek was able to develop less than -L generated without 
leaving home, I do not intend criticism of your people and if I did not believe them to 
be competent I would not be mentioning this. Because I an satisfied they are competent, 

■L exPress the belief that they developed fact £cr which they lacked the background to 
attribute meaning.^Newsweek my have a policy that precludes it but I would welcome an 
opportunity to xsrgvgo over anytiiing brought back from Mexico. For example, your team 
should have prowled tne lageo de la Reforma if only for information about the AgjMQ 

■‘•ntemacionale and Ogarrio. There is other reason to have done this and I'm confident 
they had no knowledge oi it. /aid they may have not understood Ogarrio information as I 
may be able to. 

Elfin asked me for headlines the day he saw me. 1'liis gets to one of those i gave him. 
I have Washington—Mexican connections unreported, which has to mean undiscovered, and 
with central-character Watergate involvement. "Character" plural and leading to both 
Nixon and lord before he was elevated. I tell you this much so you can see might be 
able £o find moaning where others may not have. 


